It is well known that serial belief propagation (BP) decoding for low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes achieves faster convergence without any increase of decoding complexity per iteration and bit error rate (BER) performance loss than standard parallel BP (PBP) decoding. Serial BP (SBP) decoding, such as horizontal SBP (H-SBP) decoding or vertical SBP (V-SBP) decoding, updates check nodes or variable nodes faster than standard PBP decoding within a single iteration.
Ⅰ. Introduction
Low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes [1, 2] , have received significant research attention. The LDPC codes can achieve the performance near the Shannon capacity on an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel [3, 4] . The LDPC codes are usually decoded by the standard parallel belief propagation (BP) decoding [5] . In each iteration, the parallel BP (PBP) decoding scheme updates in parallel all the check nodes and then updates all the variable nodes iteratively. In order to take advantage of more reliable extrinsic messages updated within a single iteration, some serial BP (SBP) decoding schemes are introduced in [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . The vertical SBP (V-SBP)
decoding schemes are presented in [6] [7] [8] [9] . On the other hand, the horizontal SBP (H-SBP) decoding schemes are addressed in [8, 9, 12] . These H-SBP and V-SBP decoding schemes can converge roughly twice as fast as the standard PBP decoding scheme without any increase of decoding complexity per iteration and bit error rate (BER) performance loss.
In this paper, we present combined horizontal-vertical SBP (CHV-SBP) decoding. The H-SBP and V-SBP decoding schemes take advantage of more reliable extrinsic messages updated within a single iteration, so that they achieve faster convergence than the PBP decoding scheme. By the same reasoning, the CHV-SBP decoding scheme uses more reliable extrinsic messages updated within a single serialized step in an iteration. In result, the convergence rate, in iterations, for CHV-SBP decoding is about    of that for standard PBP decoding, while the convergence rate for the H-SBP or V-SBP decoding schemesis about    of that for standard PBP decoding. Obviously, the convergence rate for CHV-SBP decoding is about    of that for H-SBP or V-SBP decoding. The CHV-SBP decoding scheme proposed in this paper is intended to speed up the H-SBP or V-SBP decoding schemes at no cost in complexity without BER performance loss.
Thus, for simulations, we use recently proposed generalized LDPC (GLDPC) codes with binary cyclic codes (BCC) [13] . Various GLDPC codes achieve better performance at the cost of higher decoding complexity for moderate block lengths [14] [15] [16] [17] . They are generated by replacing the parity check equations in a parity-check matrix of an LDPC code with many kinds of short length component codes. The examples of component codes are Hamming component codes [14] , Reed-Muller component codes [15] , and BCH and RS component codes [16] . Recently, GLDPC codes with BCC as component codes are reported [13] . The GLDPC codes with BCC have roughly the same decoding complexity as the LDPC codes, while keeping better performance than the LDPC codes like other GLDPC codes.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes reviews of the PBP, H-SBP, and V-SBP decoding schemes. In section III, we derive the proposed CHV-SBP decoding scheme. Section IV presents simulation results and discussions. Section V concludes the paper.
Ⅱ. Reviews of PBP, H-SBP, and V-SBP Decoding Schemes
In this section, first a review of the PBP decoding scheme is given and later reviews of the H-SBP and LDPC codes, the tanh-rule is usually used, which is given by
This is further simplified as
t a n h 2 1 t a n h 2 log .
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Then the operation Ψ is defined by
For another example, in GLDPC codes with BCC, the operation Ψ is defined by using
programming algorithms [17] , which can be computed efficiently as in [13] . The standard PBP decoding scheme is carried out as follows:
■ PBP decoding scheme
Initialization:
Set i =1, and the maximum number of iterations to
Imax. For each m, n, set
Horizontal step:
Vertical step:
Iteration stopping criterion:
Make hard decisions on Otherwise, go to Horizontal step with i = i + 1. ■ Next, the V-SBP decoding scheme is reviewed, based on [6] , [7] . In this paper, we introduce serialized steps in an iteration for clarifying the SBP decoding schemes and comparing various SBP decoding schemes. For the V-SBP decoding scheme, the serialized step is equal to n. However, the serialized step of the H-SBP decoding scheme is different from that of the V-SBP decoding scheme. This is considered later. For the V-SBP decoding scheme, interpret Set i =1, and the maximum number of iterations to
Iteration:
For 0 ≤ m ≤ N-1.
Serialized step n:
Iteration stopping criterion:
Make hard decisions on In the equation (8),
V is used instead of
This simplifies considerably the equation (7).
Lastly, the H-SBP decoding scheme is reviewed, based on [10] , [11] . For the H-SBP decoding scheme, the serialized step is equal to m and 
Iteration:
For 0 ≤ m ≤ M-1.
Serialized step m:
.
Iteration stopping criterion:
Make hard decisions on Otherwise continue.
Vertical step: 
Ⅳ. Simulation Results and Discussions
We consider the GLDPC codes with BCC, which were simulated in [13] . Specifically, the codeword block length N is ten thousand and the code rate is 1/2. The maximum allowable number of iterations is Imax = 100, for all the decoding schemes. Note that we did not optimize Imax = 100 and just observed negligible performance improvemence when Imax > 100. The BERs for a binary input AWGN channel are shown as a function of Eb / N0 (in decibels). Two
Things are intensively considered.
The one thing is that we show, in simulations, the Only the    factor is the contribution of this paper.
Before we mention the other thing, note that in 
Ⅴ. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed the CHV-SBP decoding scheme. In simulations, we used recently proposed GLDPC codes with BCC. The CHV-SBP decoding scheme updates check nodes or variable nodes faster than V-SBP and H-SBP decoding within a serialized step in an iteration. In result, CHV-SBP decoding achieves faster convergence than V-SBP and H-SBP decoding. We compared these decoding schemes in details. We also showed in simulations that the convergence rate, in iterations, for CHV-SBP decoding is about    of that for standard PBP decoding, while the convergence rate for V-SBP or H-SBP decoding is about    of that for standard PBP decoding. In future research, analytical and mathematical studies of the convergence rate for CHV-SBP decoding will be meaningful and interesting.
